STAFF DIRECTORY ~ 2019

PRINCIPAL
Charles Gauci

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL
Jason Nottingham

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL
Megan Robinson

ENGLISH: LOTE: LIBRARY
Melinda Rowston (HT)
Angus Bates
Kathryn Keefe
Luke Le Page
Megan Perkins
Casey Hughes
Amanda Hughes
Amy Young
Phil Roxburgh

HEAD TEACHER WELLBEING
Anthony Hamer

TAS: CAREERS
Louise Rowston (HT)
Louise Gresty
Kate Imrie
Peter Newbery (Boys Advisor)
Kyle Mugridge
Prue Williams

ADMINISTRATIVE & SUPPORT STAFF
Tania Bradbury
Steve Brown (GA)
Greg Butwell (SLSO)
Margie Causton (SAO)
Bec Cranney (SAO)
Vanessa Croshe (SLSO)
Carolyn Devery (SAO)
Di Douglas (SAO)
Brad Dunk (FA)
Sarah Giddings (SAO)
Bob Gill (TSO)
Sue Hammond (SLSO)
Louise Hinderager (SAO)
Heather Keen (SLSO)
Carol Kinney (SLSO)
Rachel McKenzie (SAO)
Tanya Murray (SAO)
Kirsty Pollard (SLSO)
Joyanne Rowston (SAO)
Lisa Sheehy (SLSO)
Justin Smith (GA)
Anne Tree (SAM)

SCIENCE: AGRICULTURE
Elicia Yates (HT)
Brenton Carter
Steve Howard
Elka Johnstone
Steve Wheatley
Anna Putland
Andrew Morrison (SRE)

CREATIVE & PERFORMING ARTS
Lucy Vaughan (HT)
Linda Chant
Doug Hughes
Daniel Van Ruth

ABORIGINAL PROGRAMS
Robyn Coffey (ACLO)
Tayla Cawley (SLSO)
Rodney Eastwood (AEO)
Damien Johnson
Melissa Knights
Megan Burns

HSIE
Stuart Kerr (HT)
Anthony Hamer
Steve Johnstone
Viv Meiklejohn
Philippa Patterson
Isaiah Tor
Danielle Le Page

PDHPE
Tim Berry (HT)
Alison Buckley
Jill Dunk
Elizabeth Pattingale (Girls Advisor)
Gabriella Rhodes

CHIPS
Beth Mitchell
Tayla Davis (SLSO)
Cathy Ellis (SLSO)
Gai Guuci (SLSO)
Maryanne Smith (SLSO)
Charlie Thompson (SLSO)

SUPPORT
Sean Leyland (HT)
David Jess
Ben Sheehy
Di St Clair
Debiii Woods

CANTEEN STAFF
Judy Core (Supervisor)
Rachel Henderson
Caroline Sullivan

SCHOOL COUNSELLOR
Angela Edwards

CLEANING STAFF
Joy Charnock
Lisa Miles
Tony Bird

C = Casual
FA = Farm Assistant
GA = General Assistant
SAM = School Admin Manager
SAO = School Admin Officer
STLA = School Teacher Learning Assistant
SLSO = School Learning Support Officer
AEO = Aboriginal Education Officer